
Real-Time Continuous Analytics 
M3O Operations Book visually contrasts real-time metrics with targeted key performance indicators to deliver actionable 
operational intelligence. You can analyze event data from different real-time and historical sources, generate trends 
and patterns for further analysis, and take action. Now you have the relevant, timely, and actionable information at the 
point of decision-making.

Sophisticated CEP Engine
With its powerful Complex Event Processing (CEP) engine, M3O Operations Book performs multi-dimensional analysis, 
correlation, event filtering, aggregation, trending, and pattern analysis of continuous real-time feeds. The powerful CEP 
engine “speaks” the language of business data (XML and XQuery), and is designed for high performance in highly 
scalable, distributed environments. The result is valuable operational intelligence when you need it most, giving you 
greater insight into your business and operational processes.    

Drill Down in Context
A standout capability of M3O Operations Book is the ability to take direct action on process models from the dashboards. 
With tight BPM integration, you now can drill down into individual business processes and associated events. You 
won’t just see the problem, now you can take action, perform root cause analysis, fix problems, and optimize processes 
– faster and more simply.

User Empowerment
M3O Operations Book enhances the user experience by providing an easy-to-use Web 2.0 user interface to create 
customized KPIs and dashboards. With a WYSIWYG dashboard designer and predefined presentation widgets, you can 
quickly build complex queries, correlate dependencies between data sources, and then simply “wire” them together to 
display the results. M3O Operations Book provides actionable insight to a wider group of decision-makers, resulting in 
unprecedented user empowerment.

M3O Operations Book is a 

Rich Internet Application with 

a zero footprint deployment. 

M3O Operations Book 

is sold as a stand-alone 

product for leveraging your 

existing applications and 

BPM solutions, or it can be 

integrated with the rest of 

Vitria M3O Suite or Vitria 

BusinessWare® to optimize 

business operations and 

enhance your business 

responsiveness. 

M3O OPERATIONS BOOK DELIVERS OPERATIONAL INTELLIGENCE:

 Î Real-time continuous analytics of business and operational data for clear insight into operational performance 

 Î Sophisticated Complex Event Processing (CEP) engine for advanced analysis of events and historical data 

 Î Drill down directly into the context of your business processes with tight BPM integration 

 Î Easy-to-use Web 2.0 UI for business users to define KPIs and dashboards for unprecedented empowerment  
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D A T A  S H E E T
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Gain new insight into your business with Vitria M3O Operations 
Book. Monitor business activities, analyze results, and take 

action to capitalize on opportunities or quickly deflect threats. 
M3O Operations Book delivers visibility of continuous event data 
feeds plus the power to analyze that data in real time, enabling 
you to take the optimal action. With easy-to-use dashboards, you 
can access the information you need, in the form you need, when 
you need it. The result: better management of business operations 
driving greater business productivity. 



Supported Standards
 » Adobe Flex
 » Java EE, JMX, WS-*, WS-I
 » XML, XQuery, SQL

Supported Data Sources
 » Any JDBC 2.0 compliant database, 
including Oracle, IBM DB2, Microsoft 
SQL Server, and MySQL

 » Any JMS 1.1 Real-time event source, 
including JBoss, Tibco EMS, IBM 
WebSphere, BEA WebLogic Server, and 
IBM MQ Series

 » RSS
 » Vitria BusinessWare

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Platforms
 » Microsoft Windows
 » Red Hat Linux
 » Sun Solaris
 » HP-UX
 » Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud  

Databases
 » Oracle
 » MySQL
 » PostgreSQL

R I C H  V I S U A L I Z A T I O N  W I T H  W E B  2 . 0

 » Rich Internet application (RIA) based on Flex

 » “View Flow” 3D navigation viewer

 » Visual query construction

 » Personalized animated and color-coded alerts

 » Visual and data mashups

 » Runs on premise or in a cloud

U S E R  E M P O W E R M E N T

 » User-defined books with KPIs and dashboards

 » Pre-defined and configurable widgets for fast 
adoption

 » Individual and shared pages

 » Dynamically defined layout templates

R E A L - T I M E  C O N T I N U O U S  A N A LY T I C S  W I T H  C E P

 » Analytics across both real-time and historical 
data

 » Pattern detection and correlation

 » Trends, moving averages, and time series  
based computations

 » Multi-dimensional analysis of continuous  
real-time feeds

B U S I N E S S  I N T E L L I G E N C E  &  A D V A N C E D  B A M

 » Summary views from BPM with drill-down 
capabilities

 » Multi-dimensional analysis of process data

 » SQL for easy relational access

 » XQuery for processing of business data in its 
native XML format

C O R E  F E A T U R E S

About Vitria
Vitria Technology, Inc. is the industry’s leading 
privately-held BPMS and integration technology 
company. The company has a rich heritage as a 
pioneer of BPM that spans more than a decade. 
Vitria’s award-winning process integration solutions 
provide the backbone for many Global 2000 
companies’ mission-critical business processes. Vitria 
has customers in North America, South America, 
Europe, Asia, and Australia.
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For more information on how Vitria M3O Operations Book can make a 
positive impact on your business, contact a Vitria expert at  
+1 (877) 365-5935 or moreinfo@vitria.com


